
ARE YOU MAKING
YOUR POINT CLEARLY?

As we all know,Public Education is a challenge. Period.
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... building your brand ...
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PUBLIC
COMMUNICATION
IS A CHALLENGE ..
AND WE ARE
MAKING IT EASIER ..

History is strewn with evidence of this,
and at Abacus we are here to help you
communicate with ease. 

Products that are seen are a key way to 
ensure that the message is received and 
understood clearly.

A few pictures of previous projects are 
included here, to inspire and explain to you 
what Abacus are about, and how well we 
can do it.

HEALTH & ACTIVITY
A way to get the message out there in an active
way – distribute a Frisbee to the recipients of
you message – branded with the message.
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DRINK BOTTLES
A drink bottle is a much valued item, and
held close all day - so the branding receives
a lot of exposure, and your message is well
trumpeted!

CALL FOR MORE IDEAS

Tell us:
- Who is your target ?

- What do you want them to do?

BRANDED TOTE &
CARRY BAGS
These bags go a long way and carry a
big message – every where they go,
the message is displayed to all.

BRANDED CAPS
Appreciated and lovingly worn – these build
a sense of belonging and being cared for.
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BRANDED GLASSES
Branded drinking glasses can be very effective
message carriers. To add longevity to your
message, include the message, the logo, the
call to action message, and some other
information - measuring info, or facebook info.

FRIDGE MAGNETS
These items can carry a national message
very economically - ensuring that the message
is retained and kept for years to come -
Ensuring that the message is all very cost
effective.

BANNERS
Banners - whether the pop-up variety, a fence
sign made of Bannermesh, a vinyl banner
supported on poles or a trailer based sign,
or bill board - all will maximise the impact
of your message.
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